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Royalty free resources starting at 500 yen! 

"ART street Resources" service has started! 

Providing a variety of resources that is helpful for illustrations and 
manga 

 

 

MediBang Inc. (Headquarters: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Hideyuki Takashima, hereafter 
MediBang) is teaming up with Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd. (Headquarters: Shinjukuku, Tokyo, 
hereafter DNP) that manages the "FUN'S PROJECT" service.  

 

Together we will provide cheap, royalty free resources for creators of illustrations and manga all 
over the world.  The service starts on August 27, 2020.  The resources will be available at ART 
street managed by MediBang, an art community for posting illustrations and manga. 

 

 

 



ART street Resources: https://medibang.com/materials/ 

 

■Background story 
With the number of smartphone and tablet users increasing, anyone can now create illustrations 
and manga. 

Since there are more artists than ever, we felt there would be demand for resources that can 
help raise the quality of the artwork with ease. 

 

By teaming up with DNP "FUN'S PROJECT", a service to help creators, we are able to provide 
high quality resources to users from all over the world for a very low price on ART street. 

 

MediBang's vision is "Anyone in the world can be a creator".  By providing this service, we are 
one step closer to our vision. 

 

■Features 
- High quality resources that even professionals can use is available from 500 yen 
We have resources that professionals would also benefit from, such as detailed and clean 
lineart, background images, textures to enhance the artwork, etc.  The price range starts from 
500 yen, making it reachable for artists that just started. 

 

- All resources are royalty free 
All resources available for purchase on ART street are royalty free.  They can be used on 
magazines, doujinshi, web comics, etc.  Once you purchase the resources, they can be used 
freely without expiration dates. 

 

- Artists anywhere in the world can use them 
"ART street Resources" is available in Japanese and English.  Paypal or credit card (VISA、
MasterCard、JCB、American Express、Diners Club) can be used for payment.  The resources 
are not just for the Japanese, but it is for anyone in the world. 

 

Explore our high quality, royalty free resources to enhance your artwork. 
ART street Resources: https://medibang.com/materials/ 
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------------ 
■About MediBang Inc. 
Our mission is to revolutionize the illustration and manga world by making it easy to create 
them.  We provide a free digital painting and manga app "MediBang Paint", and an art 
community for posting illustrations and manga "ART street. 

------------ 
■About FUN’S PROJECT- A co-creating service for creators by DNP  
A service to spread contents made in Japan such as anime, manga, games managed by DNP. 
By doing that, they connect the artists, contents holders, and fans. 

------------ 

 

 
 

[About the company]　 
MediBang Inc.  CEO Hideyuki Takashima 
URL：https://medibang.com/　https://medibangpaint.com/ 
Location： Address: Shibuya Infoss Annex Level 10 12-10 Sakuragaoka-cho, 　 

　　Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0031, JAPAN 
 

[Inquiries] 
PIC: Tomoki Tanigawa　 
Email: medibang-pr@medibang.com　Phone number: 03-6416-9114 
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